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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to identify some research issues
related to applying a multiagent learning approach to
knowledge management (KM) for a business organization.
Although multiagent learning can not address the entire
spectrum of KM research issues, we describe a potential
approach to its application particularly in the context of a
large business organization with diverse product offerings.
We look at what multiagent learning is, what the research
issues are for ontology-based KM in a large, diverse
business organization, and how a distributed intelligent
agent-based approach might address some of these issues.

Introduction
In a business organization there are several groups of
individuals working together to accomplish their business
objectives.  The value of a diverse group of employees is
that they each bring their own perspectives to bear on
work-related problems or goals.  Along with their
perspectives these workers bring unique knowledge that
can be combined with each others’ knowledge in hopes of
creating solutions.  Conventional wisdom states that the
sum of the individual parts working together is more than
the individual parts working in isolation.

In this paper, we look at how multiple intelligent agents,
or multiagent systems, acting on behalf of the diverse
users, might be able to realize the benefits of a collective
“whole” with respect to knowledge management.
According to O’Leary (1998), one aspect of knowledge
management consists of taking an organization’s available
knowledge, converting it and then connecting people with
that knowledge.  In this paper we would like to show how
intelligent agents might be involved in this process.  In
particular, we will look at how agents in a multiagent
system (MAS) can individually learn from the employees
they represent and then assist each other in locating agents
that represent employees with relevant or related solutions
to their problems.  First, we will describe what multiagent
learning is, what type of environment it is suitable for and
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how it might be applied to knowledge management in a
business organization.

Multiagent Learning
Multiagent learning research is concerned with how a
group of agents can improve their group problem solving
performance through their collective experience.  This type
of learning is dependent upon the interaction of a group of
intelligent agents (Huhns and Weiss 1998).  Multiagent
learning has its roots in distributed artificial intelligence
(DAI) yet differs on a key aspect: the structure and
function of the early DAI systems were mostly static.  On
the other hand, dynamic, open and often unpredictable
environments (e.g. business organization) are better suited
for multiagent systems (Sen and Weiss 1998).

Shaw and Winston (1989) introduced learning and
adaptation in multiagent systems to the DAI community.
Before then, most research in learning was confined to that
of a single agent or a group of knowledge modules with
centralized control mechanisms as in the blackboard used
for the classic distributed problem solving (DPS) system,
the Distributed Vehicle Monitoring Testbed (Lesser and
Corkill 1983).  Shaw and Winston stated that for a MAS to
learn, the agents need to adapt and learn from working
with other agents in the problem solving task.  Their belief
was that the overall system should be able to achieve more
tasks than the sum of the tasks that can be achieved
individually.  Multiagent learning was defined as the
process of group discovery in which the agents discover
concepts collectively.

Collective Discovery of Semantic Concepts
This process of group discovery of semantic concepts by
agents can be a bridge between multiagent learning
research and knowledge management research.
Knowledge management is concerned with providing the
right piece of knowledge to the right person at the right
time  (S. Staab and D. O’Leary 1999).  This “piece” of
knowledge might be represented by a semantic concept as
a unit of knowledge.  This particular concept may be
required by a particular person in the group to describe a
solution or to infer even more knowledge.  A concept is an
abstract or general idea inferred from, described by, or
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derived from specific instances.  In an ontology, a concept
may represent a class of similar objects that have some
meaning associated with it.  Before we address how these
concepts may be searched for by agents in a MAS, let us
first look how these concepts may be used in ontology-
based knowledge management.

Ontology-based Knowledge Management

Normally, an ontology is defined as vocabularies of
representation terms which included class (concepts),
relations, functions, and object constants with agreed upon
definitions (Gruber 1991).  Stated more succinctly, an
ontology is a specification of conceptualization.
Genesereth and Nilsson (1987) described this specification
of conceptualization prior to Gruber’s definition.
However, they also spoke of how there exists a diversity of
conceptualizations in their definition of the essential
ontological promiscuity of artificial intelligence.  They
stated that any conceptualization, or ontology, is
accommodated and is invented (by an agent) based on its
usefulness for the task at hand.  Therefore, in order for
agents with diverse ontologies, or views of the world, to
share knowledge they must be able to learn how to
understand each other’s conceptualization of the world.
There are problems when attempting to use a common,
global ontology due to the multiple and diverse needs of
agents and the evolving nature of ontologies (Mineau
1992).  Gruber (1991) points out that it is a challenge to
reach a group consensus on "what to represent” given that
agents have commitments to different tasks and domains.
Also, agents may refer to the same object using disparate
terms (Bond and Gasser 1988) or they may use the same
term with different meanings (Huhns and Singh 1998).
This is why a multiagent learning approach to managing
knowledge in a dynamic, distributed environment is
needed.

Current knowledge management systems rely on
(common) ontologies to make communication between
multiple users and multiple knowledge bases easier and to
avoid ambiguity (O’Leary 1998b).  O’Leary also points out
that there needs to be a method for bringing together
possibly conflicting ontologies for searching capabilities.
Our work in multiagent learning of ontologies describes
how we have used intelligent agents to learn translations of
semantic concepts of specific Web page instances through
agent communication and learning (Williams 1999;
Williams and Tsatsoulis 1999).  We believe that these
techniques and research have potential for assisting
knowledge management researchers provide a more
dynamic way of searching and linking diverse ontologies
for their users in a business organization.

A Multiagent Knowledge Management Scenario
In order to illustrate how a multiagent learning approach
may be used in an ontology-based knowledge management

setting, we describe a possible scenario in a large, multi-
national manufacturing conglomerate with diverse product
offerings.  In this type of situation, different people store
solutions to problems locally under personalized ontologies
but may not recognize their solutions may be related to
another worker’s problem situation.  That is, each worker
may create these storage categories from Web page
bookmark hierarchies, computer file directories, or even e-
mail folders that contain examples of problem solution
concepts.  Each category defined by these storage
mechanisms is a concept name and make up ontologies
that contain multiple, specific instances of each concept
and implicit is-a relationships between concepts.  Each
worker may then direct his or her intelligent agent to
convert these concept categories that contain instances of
semantic concept descriptions relevant to a business
problem solution into a case-based representation of its
knowledge using a modified decision tree machine
learning algorithm.  This supervised inductive learning
algorithm can create rules that can be used by an inference
engine to interpret unseen examples provided in
subsequent concept-based queries by other agents.
Running in background computer processes, all of the
agents in the group begin sending out concept-based
queries to their acquaintances searching for similar or
related knowledge.  These concept-based queries contain
the label of the concept along with example instances that
describe the concept.  Using our multiagent learning
algorithms (Williams 1999), the agents communicate and
perform both individual and group learning to interpret and
discover concept translations.  Through this activity, the
agents are able to:
• Develop a dynamic, distributed index of knowledge,
• Learn how disparately referenced concepts are translated

and related, and
• Determine which agent’s user in the group has

knowledge relevant to a particular problem or situation.
Since the agents in our scenario are able to communicate
over the company’s global intranet, a person in power
systems design, for example, may discover a new hardware
diagnostic tool created in the medical systems service
division that she might benefit from using.  Through the
agents’ interaction, these employees discover that their
different concepts named Remote Service Diagnostic and
Power Systems Monitoring Tool are related conceptually.
Also, these two employees located on two different
continents can discover they each have knowledge that will
benefit one another.

Summary
We have looked at the field of multiagent learning and how
it relates to the field of knowledge management (KM).  We
have described how multiagent learning research may
contribute to help make KM more adaptive in a large,
complex, and open business environment.  The issues we
described deal with how multiagent learning of ontologies
might be used to build bridges between users with multiple



or contradicting ontologies to assist in the discovery of
relevant conceptual knowledge.  We believe that additional
research is required to take advantage of the potential
benefits of integrating multiagent learning with ontology-
based knowledge management.
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